One of characteristic tendencies of development of aerospace technology is continuous extension of requirements to technical characteristics, functionality of aircrafts. In the present work investigated the possibility use of artificial neural networks in the field of hypersonic aerospace system.
Introduction
In the last century, the founders of cybernetics Alexander Bogdanov, Norbert Wiener, John Von Neumann formulated the idea of the combining a computer with human abilities. The fundamental concept of cognitive science is that thinking can best be understood in terms of representational structure in the brain, mind and computational procedures that operate on those structures. Cognitive science consists of multiple research disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, artificial intelligence, neuroscience, linguistics, and anthropology. The development of artificial neural networks began approximately 50 years ago. As modern computers become more powerful and powerful, scientists continue to be challenged to use machines effectively for solving many problems. The interest of artificial neural networks is in many areas for different reasons. For example, electrical engineers find numerous applications in signal processing and control theory; computer engineers are for hardware and robotic systems; computer scientists find for difficult problems in areas such as artificial intelligence and pattern recognition; mathematicians use neural nets for modeling problems for which the explicit form of the relationships among certain variables is not known [1] .
One of characteristic tendencies of development of aerospace technology is continuous extension of requirements to technical characteristics, functionality of aircrafts. In this work investigated possibility use of artificial neural networks in aerospace technology. Questions of the use of artificial neural networks types for the solution of the applied problem, arising at development, optimization and an assessment of parameters of aircraft, processing of results of experiments, iden-tification of dangerous situations are considered. It is shown that application of the methods by using elements of artificial intelligence allows achieving the improvement of quality and speed of the solution for considered problems. The conclusions by the results is laid on expediency of application of such techniques and their further introduction in process of development, modernization of aerospace technology and applied solution of aerospace system.
To reduce project time and the number of expensive full-scale and experiments specialized the computer systems such as Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE), Computer Aided Design (CAD). The mathematical models are based on the "Physics". In aero-hydrodynamics, these models are described as complex differential and integro-differential equations. Numerical methods have considerable complexity. These reasons are complicated the possibility of preliminary design stage, which is considered a lot of options. Therefore, models based on a cognitive approach become natural. They are built on the basis of scientific and intuitive analysis of data obtained by means of theoretical, experimental, numerical studies. The modeling of high-speed flows stipulates also the compliance with other similarity criteria, which includes first of all the criteria of Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers. For flight in the upper atmosphere, where it is necessary to take into account the molecular structure of a gas, kinematics models are applied, in particular, the Boltzmann equation and corresponding numerical methods of simulation [2] .
The aim of this paper is to develop the usage of the artificial neural networks in computational aerodynamics. The prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for complex shape vehicle in the all range of flow regimes are optimized by using artificial neural networks.
Principle of artificial neural network
An artificial neural network is an information processing system that has performance characteristics with biological (human brain) neural networks. 1. Information processing system occurs at many simple elements called neurons. 2. Signals are passed between neurons over connection links. 3. Each connection link has an associated weight, which, in a typical neural net, multiplies the signal transmitted. 4. Each neuron applies an activation function to its net input to determine its output signal. The artificial neural network consists of three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden layer enables the network to learn relationships between input-output variables through suitable mappings. Among the many network models, the backpropagation algorithm is the well known and usually used. In the work [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] described more about the principle of artificial neural networks. [8] .
Computational methods for aerodynamics in hypersonic flow
The idea of the method is to split the evolution of the system in a small interval of time into two physical processes:
Relaxation in accordance with the collision operator in the kinetic equation
This is the well-known first-order splitting scheme with respect to Δt for any operator equation. In this case, this approach is attractive because it splits the dynamics of a very complex kinetic system into two clear physical processes. The distribution function is modeled by N particles that first collide in each cell between themselves with a given frequency during the time Δt and then move at the distance jΔt during the time Δt.
In recent years, began to develop physical and mathematical models based precisely on the cognitive approach. Such models are based on scientific and intuitive analysis database obtained by theoretical, experimental (flight and wind tunnel test), numerical studies conducted with different objects considered class.
Thus constructed models actually imitate as sources of data, based on some of the original model, and the models that are based on the study of physics processes.
Results and discussion
To calculate the aerodynamics characteristics of hypersonic vehicle used ADANAT information technology (Aerodynamic Analysis to ensure the creation of aerospace engineering) which developed by professor Khlopkov in MIPT. As elements ADANAT includes method of solving the kinetic equations of statistical modeling methods (Monte Carlo), solution of the equations of a continuous medium (Argola-2). On the results of the calculation are trained neural network is proposed. The parameters are wide range of Reynolds numbers Re (Altitude varies from zero to 10 000 km), the collision of gas molecules with the surface considered various interaction potentials (combination of specular reflection -the Maxwell model, the Cercignani-Lampis-Lord (CLL) model, Lennard Jones potential), the ranges of angles of attack  from 90 to 90 and various temperature factors. fig. 3 . presented the training result on artificial neural network of the coefficient of drag force Cx depending on the angle of attack  for hypersonic vehicle. 
Conclusions
The development of artificial neural network in hypersonic aerodynamics is discussed. The training on neural network for aerodynamic characteristics of hypersonic vehicles is presented. Application of artificial neural networks in the design of the hypersonic vehicles can significantly improve the accuracy of the evaluation of the characteristics of stability and controllability of the vehicle shape.
